Regulation 18 Local Plan
Call for Sites Consultation Form (February 2021)
The Local Plan will make site specific allocations for housing, employment and green spaces,
similar to those in the Revised Trafford UDP. As part of the draft Local Plan consultation we
welcome the submission of any sites you wish to be considered for development, protection or for
some other purpose within Trafford. Each submission will be assessed in terms of its ‘fit’ with the
Local Plan and against sustainability criteria, which may ultimately lead to the site being allocated.
Sites submitted for development will be assessed to establish their capacity, suitability, availability
and achievability, taking into account planning policy, the environment and local constraints and
the extent to which they can be mitigated or addressed. Sites submitted to be considered for
protection or another purpose will be assessed on their suitability for the proposed use.
The Call for Sites will not determine whether a site should be allocated for a particular use, it is a
technical exercise aimed at identifying the potential of sites for different allocations.
Guidelines
 Use a separate Call for Sites form for each site
 Submit an Ordnance Survey map clearly showing the boundaries of the site.
 If there is more than one landowner, please ensure the land ownership boundaries are clearly
defined on the map, and please provide confirmation that each landowner is in agreement of
the consideration of the land for possible development.
 If the site is to be considered in conjunction with other sites, to form a larger development
area, please ensure details are clearly provided within the form.
This form and accompanying information should be submitted by email to
localplan.consultation@trafford.gov.uk. Due to the ongoing restrictions as a result of the response
to Covid-19 this consultation is being held virtually. Wherever possible, consultation responses
should be made using the email address.
If you have any enquiries regarding the Call for Sites, please email
localplan.consultation@trafford.gov.uk or call 0161 912 3149, and a member of the Strategic Plan
will be able to assist.
Site submissions are invited on the Call for Sites from 4 February 2021 until 18 March 2021 when
the consultation will close.
Data protection
Please note all comments will be held by the Council and will be available to view publicly.
Comments cannot be treated as confidential. Your personal information such as your postal and
e-mail address will not be published, but your name and organisation (if relevant) will.
Trafford Council maintains a database of consultees who wish to be kept informed about planning
policy matters such as the Local Plan. In responding to this consultation your contact details will
automatically be added to the consultation database (if not already held). However, the Council
will not automatically notify you of future consultations unless you ‘opt in’. Please respond in your
email if you wish to ‘opt in.’ If you do not reply, it will be assumed that you do not wish to be
notified of future consultations.
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Personal details
Title

Ms

Forename

Marj

Surname

Powner

Organisation
(if applicable)
Position/title
(if applicable)
Address

Friends of Carrington Moss
Chair
28 Elmwood
Sale

Postcode

M33 5RN

Email address

Friendsofcarringtonmoss@gmail.com

Landline phone no

Mobile phone no

Your interest in the site
(please tick or highlight all that
apply to you)
x
x

07801917375

Owner of (all or part of) the site
Agent acting on behalf of landowner or developer
A planning consultant
A developer
Resident
Community group
Other (please specify)

If you are representing another person, please provide their details as follows:
Title
Forename
Surname
Organisation
(if applicable)
Position/title
(if applicable)
Address

Postcode
Email address
Landline phone no

Mobile phone no
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If you are not the landowner or the site is in multiple ownership, please submit the details
of all land owner/s. Please attach an additional sheet giving multiple ownership details if
necessary.
Title
Forename
Surname
Organisation
(if applicable)

HIMOR, Manchester United, United Utilities, National Trust,
Trafford Council, individual landowners (all well known to Trafford
as they have been developing the Masterplan with these
landowners).

Position/title
(if applicable)
Address

Postcode
Email address
Landline phone no

Mobile phone no

Does the owner of the site
know you are proposing the
site for consideration?

They were made aware when we submitted this form with the last
draft of the Local Plan

Do you have a legal option to
purchase the land in question?

No

Do all landowners consent to
their land being considered?

No

Are there any leaseholders on
the site? (If yes, please
provide details)

Yes, some of the land is currently farmed by agricultural farmers.
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Site information
Site address (if no formal
address, please describe as
best able to)

Land known as Carrington and Warburton Mosses, along with
Warburton Deer Park.

Site postcode (if known)

See attached maps – this land is well known to Trafford Council

Grid reference (if known)

Eastings
Northings

Site size (if known) please
specify unit of measurement
Has the land been previously
developed?
Existing use of site

:

No, the land is currently green belt and protected open land.
e.g. housing, offices, industry and warehousing, community use,
retailing, open/vacant land. If currently vacant, please provide details on
previous use.

Some of the land is used for agricultural purposes, some is
woodland and there are a number of sites of biological
importance and sites of special scientific interest within the map
boundaries and in the immediate local area.
Much of the land is peat moss, which should be retained and
restored (creating a carbon and biodiversity bank) to support
Trafford’s declaration of a climate emergency and their carbon
neutral action plan.
There are significant wildlife (including protected/endangered
species) and bird populations (including red listed/globally
threatened species), which have made this area their home and
their breeding and feeding grounds. These species include the
willow tit (one of the UK’s fastest declining bird species and which
is at real risk of extinction) and the water vole (Britain’s fastest
declining mammal). Trafford should not be even considering
plans which will drastically impact their habitat and population
numbers when there is a focus on nature recovery.
The other key economic use for this area is the horse riding,
stabling and livery services, which should be retained to support
the local economy and the extensive recreational benefits.
The footpaths, cycle ways and horse-riding routes are used
extensively by the public for leisure activities, including for
birdwatching and nature-spotting. The health and wellbeing
benefits for local communities are extensive. Some routes are
also used by cycling commuters.
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Description of surrounding land e.g. housing, offices, industry and warehousing, community use,
retailing, open/vacant land. Include details of building heights,
uses
topography etc.

In the surrounding area, there are residential homes in
Broadheath, Carrington, Dunham, Partington, Sale West and
Warburton. There is also National Trust Land (Dunham Massey).
There is also a mix of industrial and warehousing employment
space in the surrounding areas, along with a number of heritage
assets.
Does the site have any
relevant previous or existing
planning history?

If known, please include application reference number(s), any local plan
allocation, if the site has been suggested through other call for sites
exercises etc.

The area is identified for extensive over-development in the New
Carrington Masterplan, which is part of the GMSF/P4E initiative.

Any other details on the site
relating to current or previous
use

It should be noted that the site frequently experiences significant
surface water flooding each year.

Sites proposed for development
Developable area, stating unit
of measurement

Not Applicable

Development type

Details

Residential

e.g. capacity; possible tenure (e.g. open market, private rent,
affordable); type (houses/apartments); homes for first time buyers, selfbuild, older people etc.

Not applicable
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Gypsy and traveller sites

e.g. number of plots/pitches; permanent site; transit provision etc.

Not applicable

Offices

e.g. amount of floorspace; number of units; target market etc

Not applicable

Industry / warehousing

e.g. amount of floorspace; number of units; target market etc

Not applicable

Retail

e.g. amount of floorspace; number of units; target market etc.

Not applicable
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Other sites for consideration
Other proposal

e.g. type of use to be considered; level of protection if relevant;
background information

(e.g. for protection, designation
The site is proposed for protection, preservation and
as open space, conservation
conservation, with the aim of turning it into a carbon and
area etc.)
biodiversity bank. The restoration of the peat moss should
be prioritised to support Trafford’s declaration of a climate
emergency and their aim to be carbon neutral by 2038.

Suitability
Physical and infrastructure
features

e.g. highways/access, topography, trees, utilities, pylons, overhead
lines, pipelines

The Carrington Rides and Warburton Deer Park are important
heritage assets and should be preserved for future generations to
access and enjoy.
There are a number of footpaths which are used extensively by
the public for walking, cycling, horse-riding, nature-spotting and
bird-watching. These bring extensive health and wellbeing
benefits to local residents.
There are extensive woodland areas spread across the site.
Many of the fields are used for growing agricultural produce and
should be retained to benefit the local economy and to meet
climate emergency/carbon neutral goals.
There are electricity pylons and underground pipelines which run
across and under the site.
Environmental features

e.g. flood risk, drainage, trees, hedgerows, contamination, drainage,
hazardous waste

Much of the land is subject to regular and extensive surface water
flooding. The peatmoss ensures that this widespread flooding is
kept to the site itself.
In 1995, an academic study undertaken by Hall, Wells and
Huckerby (The Wetlands of Greater Manchester) estimated that
there was circa 325 hectares of peat (at depths of between “2.7m
to 0.3m”) remaining at Carrington Moss. On Warburton Moss, the
surviving peat lies to the centre of the site near to Birch Farm.
There is known to be contamination on parts of the site and
surrounding areas.
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Ecology features

e.g. Site of Biological Importance (SBI), Site of Special Scientific
Interest (SSSI), etc.

There are a number of sites of biological importance and sites of
special scientific interest on and immediate around Carrington
and Warburton mosses. Other specialist areas include the
Manchester United reserve and the area near United Utilities,
which incorporates the habitat of the willow tit (one of the UK’s
most endangered bird species).
Carrington and Warburton mosses are biodiversity-rich and
sustain a great deal of wildlife (including protected species), bats
and birds (including declining species).
Without the protection we are protecting, many species
populations will rapidly decline further.
Heritage features

e.g. listed building, conservation areas, scheduled monuments

As mentioned above, the Carrington Rides and Warburton Deer
Park are important heritage assets and should be preserved for
future generations to access and enjoy.
In addition, the peatmosses themselves should be conserved and
restored in line with the UK Peatland Strategy 2018-2040 and the
aspirations of GM’s 5 year Environment Plan.
Protected recreation/open
space

e.g. is this how the site is currently designated

The site is predominantly green belt but there are also areas of
protected open land.
This land is currently used by a large number of residents as
recreational land. It is also used by tenant farmers for agricultural
purposes.

Could interventions be made to If yes, please give details.
overcome any constraints to
There are no constraints to transforming this land into a carbon and
development?

biodiversity bank other than the current plans to massively over-develop
the area.

What road would provide
access to the site if required?

There are no requirements for additional roads to the site.

This includes where a new
road would be required to link
an existing road.
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Do you own, or have
unrestricted rights over the
existing or proposed access to
the site?

If no, provide further details.

Would the occupiers of any
new development have full
access rights to the site?

Not applicable

When would you anticipate the
site being available for
development to start?

x

Has the site received any
interest from developers?

If yes, provide detail.

There are some public rights of way existing across Carrington Moss.
We believe that the landowners remain committed to a network of
walking, cycling and horse-riding routes across Carrington Moss and we
understand the lease for the Transpennine Trail permissive route will be
renewed when it expires later in 2021.

Immediately
0 – 5 years
5 – 10 years
10 – 15 years
Beyond 15 years

Yes, Dependent on outcome of the GMSF/P4E and Trafford’s Local
Plan

Are there any legal constraints
on the site that may impede
development?

e.g. restrictive covenants, ransom strips.

Are there any current uses that
would need to be relocated?

Not if it is retained as green belt land.

Not known

Other considerations
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e.g. transport, green infrastructure.
Is there any potential to
provide infrastructure as part of
Not applicable.
the site?

What effect would site
preparation/remediation costs
have on the site’s
deliverability?

Not applicable.

Are there any other
feasibility/viability issues?

Not applicable.
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Please include any further or supporting information for your submission, continuing on to
additional sheets if necessary
The Friends of Carrington Moss are working with a number of organisations (including local Parish
Councils, Trafford Wildlife, Cheshire Wildlife Trust, RSPB, Lancashire Wildlife Trust, the GM
Wetlands initiative, landowners and more) to develop an alternative Transformation Strategy for
Carrington and Warburton mosses, to transform the area into a carbon and biodiversity bank.
This project work is evolving and we have commenced an initial project to improve willow tit
habitats, increase the number of potential nesting sites and enable their populations to grow.
Thank you for the opportunity to make representation in the Call for Sites.
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06/11/2018

TR-Carrington Moss Boundaries

https://osmaps.ordnancesurvey.co.uk/route/2657996/TRCarrington-Moss-Boundaries
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